
To Care (verb)
To care is to give a shit

To care is to feel involved, 
affected, implicated,

invested in what happens

To take care of something is 
to be responsible for it
To care for something, 

some place, or someone
is to protect, cultivate, 

nurture, and sustain life
helping it grow healthy and strong 

reaching its full potential

To take care, or to be careful,
is to pay attention, to be alert, 
to be mindful, to use caution,
to act with full awareness of 

surroundings and consequences

Caring is the work of love
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Ŋĸ�ĶĴŁ�ĶłĿĿĸĶŇļŉĸĿŌ�ĴķŉĴŁĶĸ�ĶłŁŇĸŀŃłŅĴŅŌ�ĴŁĴŅĶĻļņŀ�
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ĸŋĶļŇĸŀĸŁŇ�łĹ�Ĵ�ņŇŅĸĸŇ�ĴĶŇļłŁ˨�łŅ�ŇĻĸ�ļķĸłĿłĺļĶĴĿ�ĴŁķ�
ņĸŀĴŁŇļĶ�ĵĴŇŇĿĸņ�ŊĴĺĸķ�ĵŌ�ŅĴķļĶĴĿņ˨�ļņ�ŇĻĸ�ŅļĶĻŁĸņņ�łĹ�
ĻňŀĴŁ�ŅĸĿĴŇļłŁņ˫��Ň�ļņ�ŇĻĸ�˴ļŁ�ĵĸŇŊĸĸŁ˵�łĹ�ŇĻĸņĸ�
ŅĸĿĴŇļłŁņ̉ĸŋŃŅĸņņĸķ˨�ļŁ�ŃĴŅŇ˨�Ĵņ�ĶĴŅĸ̉ŇĻĴŇ�
ŅĸŃŅłķňĶĸņ�ĵłŇĻ�ŇĻĸ�ņłĶļĴĿ�łŅķĸŅ�ĴŁķ�ŅĸŉłĿňŇļłŁĴŅŌ�
ŀłŉĸŀĸŁŇņˬ��Ļļņ�ńňĸņŇļłŁ�łĹ�ĶĴŅĸ�ĶĴŁ�ŁĸŉĸŅ�ĵĸ�
ĴŁņŊĸŅĸķ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ�ĴĵņŇŅĴĶŇ˨�ĵňŇ�łŁĿŌ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ�ĶłŁŇĸŋŇ�łĹ�
łňŅ�Ŀļŉĸņ˨�łňŅ�ņŇłŅļĸņ˨�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ĶĻĴĿĿĸŁĺĸņ�ŇĻĴŇ�ņňĶĻ�
Ŀļŉĸņ�ĴŁķ�ņŇłŅļĸņ�ĵŅļŁĺ�Ňł�ĵĸĴŅ˫�

�ļδĸŅĸŁŇ�ŀļŁķņ�ĴŁķ�ĵłķļĸņ�ŅĸĴĶŇ�ķļδĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ�Ňł�
ĶŅļņļņ˨�ŇŅĴňŀĴ˨�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ĶłŀŀłŁ�ņĻłĶľņ�łĹ�ĿļĹĸ˩�ŇĻĸŌ�
ĴŅĸ�ĴĶŇĸķ�ňŃłŁ˨�ļŀŃłņĸķ�ňŃłŁ�ĴŁķ�ŃŅłķňĶĸķ�
ķļδĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ�Ĵņ�ŇĻĸŌ�ηŇ�ļŁŇł�ķļδĸŅĸŁŇ�ŅĸĿĴŇļłŁņ�łĹ�
ŃłŊĸŅ̉Ĵņ�ĺĸŁķĸŅĸķ˨�ŅĴĶļĴĿļōĸķ˨�ņĸŋňĴĿļōĸķ˨�ĸŇ�ĴĿ�
ĵłķļĸņ˩�ŃĴŅŇļĶňĿĴŅ�ŀļŁķņ�ĴŁķ�ĵłķļĸņ�ĻĴŉĸ�ķļδĸŅĸŁŇ�
ŃŅłķňĶŇļŉĸ�ķĸņļŅĸņ˨�ŅĸņļņŇ�ķļδĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ˨�ĴŁķ�ŃŅłķňĶĸ�
ŁĸŊ�ŊłŅĿķņ�ŇłĺĸŇĻĸŅ�ķļδĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ˫

	ņ�ĿłŁĺ�Ĵņ�ĵĸļŁĺ�ĴĶŇļŉĸ�ļņ�ņŌŁłŁŌŀłňņ�ŊļŇĻ�
ĴĶŇļŉļņŀ�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ηĺňŅĸ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�ĴĶŇļŉļņŇ˨�ŇĻĸŅĸ�ĴŅĸ�ŇĻłņĸ�
ŊĻł�ŊļĿĿ�ŁłŇ�ĵĸĶłŀĸ�ĴĶŇļŉĸ˫��ļĿĿĸņ��ĸĿĸňōĸ�
ĶłŀŀĸŁŇĸķ�łŁ�ŇĻļņ�ņňĵĽĸĶŇ˨�˶�Ļĸ�ńňĸņŇļłŁ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�
ŅĸŉłĿňŇļłŁ˵ņ�ĹňŇňŅĸ�ļņ�Ĵ�ĵĴķ�łŁĸ˨�ĵĸĶĴňņĸ˨�Ĵņ�ĿłŁĺ�Ĵņ�ļŇ�
ļņ�Ńłņĸķ˨�ŇĻĸŅĸ�ĴŅĸ�ĺłļŁĺ�Ňł�ĵĸ�ŇĻłņĸ�ŊĻł�ŊļĿĿ�ŁłŇ�
ĵĸĶłŀĸ�ŅĸŉłĿňŇļłŁĴŅļĸņ˫˷



For the question for care, we are concerned 
with how the definition of being active limits the 
participation of individuals who cannot partake in 
demonstrations because of PTSD, cannot sit through 
long meetings due to chronic pain, are physically ill 
and regularly miss events, and other similar 
experiences. This is certainly not to discount the use 
of direct actions by those in the disability rights, deaf 
autonomy, and neighboring movements, but rather to 
call attention to a structural problem within radical 
movements that emphasizes the involvement of 
able-bodied and able-minded individuals that can 
escape the imposition of care-work. Additionally, by 
incorporating care-giving strategies and challenging 
“what it means to be active” we strengthen our 
movements vis-a-vis capital and the state.
    

Our task is to care together as we struggle 
together. By pushing forth the complexity of 
experience and realities that arise in caring for those 
who are mentally and physically ill, traumatized, 
dying, survivors of intimate violence and 
incarceration, addicted, suffering from chronic pain, 
struggling against the imposition of binary gender, 
and working in the care and medical industries our 
movements deepen our relationships with one 
another and construct new fronts for revolutionary 
struggle. It is these everyday realities that need to be 
considered on the long arc of sustained organizing 
and revolutionary change.

A movement-building strategy will 
require both the amplification of current 
struggles as well as the creation of new 
organizational forms addressing how a 
movement reproduces itself; thus will include 
care-giving projects as well as related means 
of survival: housing, transportation, food, and 
education. Approaches that are utilized among 
radicals currently to decrease housing and 
food costs, so time usually dominated by 
waged work can be used for organizing and 
other activities, can be amplified to a 
movement-wide strategy. Collective houses, 
food buying clubs, community gardens, 
various cooperatives, resource and income 
sharing, neighbor care-giving strategies 
become weaponized when taken from their 
current subcultural and friendship-networks 
and are applied as an approach to organizing 
and movement-building. Here we care and we 
struggle forward, together.
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1)  It’s okay to let the distant future be 
unknown if we know we are building  what we 
can now. There are no one-size-fits-all 
“solutions” for the future which do not 
foreclose on the possibility of liberation by 
shackling it to hierarchy. We have to challenge 
ourselves to think about the future as away  of 
aspiring toward possibilities rather than 
feeling attached to the “successes” or failures 
of systems and institutions that we didn’t 
create  and  that don’t seek our liberation. For 
us, we began to ask “What if pockets of the 
future already exist alongside the present? 
What if people have been  organizing 
autonomously already? Could we connect with 
them? Is  there  a history of autonomous 
organizing? What if our future depends less  
on something distant and more on how well 
we are cultivating what exists in the margins 
where we live?”

Navigating Despair:
Notes for the Journey

2) It’s okay to say no to the types of organizing that 
drain our capacity to  organize around what brings us 
joy. All capitalist institutions are  inherently ableist. 
By extension, organizing spaces that haven’t divested 
from a capitalist work ethic make sustainable 
organizing impossible. They set  expectations that 
produce burnout and replicate the same exploitation 
they say they want to destroy. If we begin to see 
ourselves not as disposable objects to be used up in 
the struggle for liberation but as  people worthy of 
liberation too, then it becomes rational to say no to 
the types of organizing that constantly ask us to 
martyr ourselves. 

All liberatory struggles are struggles 
for life, joy, and connection — 

not despair and not death.

3) It’s okay to listen to our bodies, to make space to be 
sad, to grieve, and to heal. Our bodies hold the 
collective wisdom of our ancestors. We can  begin 
disrupting the ableism of settler colonialism, white 
supremacy,  and  patriarchy by listening to them. 
When we are feeling alienated, our bodies are telling 
us that building community is vital to our individual 
and collective survival. When we are burned out, our 
bodies are telling us that there is more work to do 
than we can possibly do alone. And when we want to 
give up, our bodies are communicating a need to rest 
that doubles as a reminder  that  we  need  
communities  in  struggle  that  can step up when we 
need to step back and heal.



4)  It’s okay to make boundaries that respect our 
limited capacity as individuals. No matter what we 
do, there will usually be more than one right choice 
to make — and as individuals we cannot make them 
all. One person didn’t create the oppression we are 
fighting, so we shouldn’t expect an individual to end 
it either. When we expect too much from ourselves or  
our small communities of resistance, we replicate the 
oppressor’s world for them by replicating the ableism 
that fuels it. If we feel small or alone, it is not a 
testament to our inability to make a difference as 
individuals — it is a testament to the need for 
community and connection, to build the places  
where we can realize our full potential as 
communities in struggle together.

5) It’s okay to prioritize building with the people 
you’ve built affinity with  and who understand your 
needs. We’ve been told that it’s our task as radicals to 
“radicalize the people” too — without much regard 
for our own mental health and capacity. But there are 
no truly safe spaces in a world  of hierarchy and 
domination. The large majority of our time is 
navigating, interacting with, and finding small ways 
to pushback against people with harmful 
perspectives. Family, co-workers, people on the street 
— most of these people have perspectives that are 
opposed to ours, that are hurting us. But we’re forced 
to engage with many of these people because  the 
alternative is to be punished, to lose our livelihood, to 
be outed and targeted. We’re always already doing the 
work because we have no choice.

6)  How does creating boundaries not make 
sense for our safety and sanity? What’s wrong 
with being very intentional and deliberate 
with the people we actually want to build 
with— who want to build with us, who honor 
our time and our full  selves?  What’s wrong 
with building between people who actually 
bring meaning to our lives and who spending 
time with is generative rather than depleting? 
These are the people who have shown  us that 
mutual compassion is the most sustainable 
form of resistance, and that we do not need to 
“convince the masses” or sacrifice ourselves to 
create substantive change. 

In what we build with each other we are 
demonstrating that a better world is not 

only possible, it’s happening.
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